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WEAKLY CONFLUENT MAPPINGS AND FINITELY-GENERATED

COHOMOLOGY

JAMES T. ROGERS, JR.1

Abstract. In this paper we answer a question of Wayne Lewis by proving that if X

is a one-dimensional, hereditarily indecomposable continuum and if HX(X) is

finitely generated, then C(X), the hyperspace of subcontinua of X, has dimension

2.

Let C(A) be the hyperspace of subcontinua of the continuum X with the

topology determined by the Hausdorff metric. A classical theorem of J. L. Kelley

[4] asserts that if A is a hereditarily indecomposable continuum and the dimension

of X, dim X, exceeds one, then dim C(A") = oo. On the other hand, E. D.

Tymchatyn [9] has proved that if A is a nondegenerate hereditarily indecomposable

subcontinuum of the plane (hence dim A = 1), then C(A) can be embedded in R3,

and consequently dim C(A") = 2.

Carl Eberhart and Sam Nadler, Jr. [1], and later Howard Cook, asked if there

exists a one-dimensional, hereditarily indecomposable continuum with an infinite-

dimensional hyperspace. Wayne Lewis [7] has recently given such an example.

Lewis' powerful technique yields a continuum with infinitely-generated cohomol-

ogy, and he has asked (cf. [6]) if a one-dimensional continuum with finitely-gener-

ated (co)homology can have an infinite-dimensional hyperspace. In this note, we

prove the following theorem.

Theorem I. If X is a one-dimensional, hereditarily indecomposablecontinuum and

HX(X) is finitely generated, then dim C(X) = 2.

Theorem 1 is equivalent, by an observation [1] of Eberhart and Nadler, to the

following theorem.

Theorem 1. If X is a one-dimensional, hereditarily indecomposable continuum, if

HX(X) is finitely generated, and if f: X —» Y is a monotone, open mapping onto a

nondegenerate continuum Y, then dim Y = 1.

Theorem 2 will follow as a corollary to the following theorem.
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Theorem 3. If X is a one-dimensional continuum with finitely-generated cohomol-

ogy, and iff: X —» Y is a weakly confluent mapping onto a nondegenerate continuum

Y, then Y is one-dimensional.

Recall that a mapping/: X —> Y between continua is weakly confluent if for each

subcontinuum W of Y, there exists a subcontinuum V of Y such that/(K) = W. A.

Lelek introduced the definition of weakly confluent maps in [5], where the reader

may find additional information concerning such maps. The class of weakly

confluent maps includes all monotone maps, all open maps and all confluent maps.

In this paper, cohomology is Cech cohomology with integral coefficients.

The simple proof of Theorem 3 begins along lines surveyed previously by

Howard Cook. Namely, recall the following theorem of Mazurkiewicz [8], which

may be phrased as follows.

Theorem 4. If X is a continuum and dim X > 1, then there exists a weakly

confluent mapping of X onto the unit square, 7x7.

Let S denote the plane continuum consisting of aU points in the plane having

polar coordinates (r, 9) for which r = I, r = 2, or r = (2 + ee)/(l + e9). M. K.

Fort, Jr. [2] has proved the following theorem about S.

Theorem 5. The pseudo-arc cannot be mapped onto S.

One notes that Fort's proof holds true for any continuum X such that [A", S1] =

0; here [A", S '] denotes the homotopy classes of maps of X into S '.

Now suppose HX(X) is finitely generated with « generators. Consider « + 1

disjoint homeomorphic copies of S contained in 7 X 7. Call them Sx, . . . , Sn+X.

According to Theorem 4, if dim Y > I, there exists a weakly confluent mapping g:

Y -* 7 X 7 of Y onto 7 X 7. Let Yx, . . . , Yn+X be subcontinua of Y such that

g(Y¡) = S¡. Let Xx,..., Xn+X be subcontinua of X such that /(A,.) = Y¡.

It follows from the generalized Theorem 5 that [A,, Sx] ¥= 0, i = 1, . . . , « + 1.

Note that by Bruschlinsky's theorem, [X¡, Sx]= 77 X(X¡).

Consider the following part of the long exact sequence of the pair (A", (J "1}X¡):

HX(X)J^ HX(\J x)X H2(x,   LU)'

Since X is one-dimensional, it follows from [3, p. 152] that H2(X, UA"() = 0.

Hence 77'(U A",) = ker 8 = im j* by exactness. This equality is impossible, how-

ever, because 77'(A") has only « generators while

(n+l        \ n+\

u*¡,j-n "*(*,)■

Therefore, dim Y = \, and the theorem is proved.

Note that the Menger universal curve, a one-dimensional continuum, admits

monotone maps onto continua of arbitrary high dimension, even infinite dimension

[10]. The cohomology of the universal curve is, of course, not finitely generated.
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